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There’s been a lot of curiosity about how the Surface Studio will compare to high-end desktop PCs.
But wait, there’s more! There’s a smaller Surface Studio that’s even more interesting. When
Microsoft unveiled its Surface Studio PCs, they’ve tipped the hat to the world of high-end desktop
PCs with the inclusion of a place to plug in a high-end graphics card, not to mention a wide gamut
PCOLOR display. This little guy is a generation older than the Studio, but that doesn’t mean it can’t
deliver some decent chops. You can see the form factor is a little bit different, as the stand that holds
up the lid isn’t nearly as tall and you don’t have the beautiful rotating hinge. But there are some
special perks in the design, like a thinner bezel, and I’ll get to that in a bit. But wait, there’s more!
There’s a new Surface Book. It’s a bit thinner than the Studio and both models are lighter. So that’s
your look at three of Microsoft’s new Surface PCs. But what does the new Surface Studio actually
bring to the table? Let’s dig into the specs and find out. Surface Studio Specifications The Surface
Studio is a 2-in-1 PC with a 13.5-inch PixelSense display that runs full Windows 10. The base model
Surface Studio is powered by Intel’s Core i5-7Y54 processor with up to 8GB RAM and 256GB of
storage. It can be optioned up to a Core i7-7Y75 and 16GB RAM and 512GB of storage. Those are
both 3.6GHz models. You’ll want the i7-7Y75 for even better power and performance, and it will cost
you an extra $120. The display is a PCOLOR. It’s a 10-point touchscreen f988f36e3a
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